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Ultralight Telescopic 3-
part, Standard 18cm
Channel Ramps, Min. 87
to Max. 288cm Overall
Lengths - Pair
Product Code: PT20-3-PT29-3

From: £660.00

To: £1,411.20

Inc. VAT

Product Images
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Product Options

Product Code / Internal channel width / Min. to Max. Length (cm)

PT20-3 / Standard 18 / 87 to 199cm L £550.00

RampCentre Ultralight-Telescopic 3-part channel ramps
extend up to nearly 2m and can be used when partially
extended making their use flexible. The channels can be
used at different lengths from each other, great for use on
cross-slopes and accessing 4x4's. Adjustable length between
87cm (2ft 10") to 199cm (6ft 6") with a channel width of 18cm
(7.08"). Total capacity (Pair) 300kg (47st), ramp weight each
half 6.1kg (14lbs).

PT29-3 / Standard 18 / 117 to 288cm L £626.00

RampCentre Ultralight-Telescopic 3-part channel ramps
extend up to nearly 3m and can be used when partially
extended making their use flexible. The channels can be
used at different lengths from each other, great for use on
cross-slopes and accessing 4x4's. Adjustable length between
117cm (3ft 10") to 288cm (9ft 5") with a channel width of
18cm (7.08"). Total capacity (Pair) 250kg (39st), ramp weight
each half 8.2kg (18lbs).

Description

Ultralight™- Telescopic 3-part channel ramps extend up to nearly 3m and can be used when partially
extended making their use flexible and adaptable for different applications.

The two halves can be used at different lengths from each other, great for use on cross-slopes.

The channel ramps are also ideally suited to 4x4 and vehicles with a high tailgate.

Available in two sizes with an overall length of 199cm (6ft 6”) and 288cm (9ft 5”) with a channel width of 18cm
(7.08”).

Key benefits:

Extremely compact storage
Ideal for vehicle access
Versatile ramps that can be used at any length, even partly extended
Uniquely high capacity and generous channel width
The two halves can be used at different lengths from each other, great for use on cross-slopes
Silent telescopic mechanism with neat safety clip to prevent opening when stored
Designed, manufactured, and stocked in the UK
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Technical details:

All ramps have an Internal track width of: 18cm (7.08")
All ramps have a kerb height of: 5cm (2")

Product Code: PT20-3

Max. length: 199cm (6ft 6”)
Min. length: 87cm (2ft 10”)
Stored dimensions: 87 x 24.5 x 7cm (31 x 10 x 3”)
Capacity (Pair): 300kg (47st)
Weight each half: 6.1kg (14lbs)

Product Code: PT29-3

Max. length: 288cm (9ft 5”)
Min. length: 117cm (3ft 10”)
Stored dimensions: 117 x 24 x 7cm (46 x 10 x 3”)
Capacity (Pair): 250kg (39st)
Weight each half: 8.2kg (18lbs)

Warranty:

2-year manufacturer warranty

Manufacturer product codes:

PT20-3, PT29-3

Additional Information

Manufacturer RampCentre

Ramp Width (cm / inches) Int. Channel 18 / 7.09"

Application / Ramp Type Channel Ramps (Pair)

Dead Weight (kg / lbs) 5.0 to 9.99 to 11.02 / 21.83

Ramp Material Aluminium

Handrails No Handrails


